
Take advantage of this limited time offer of 3.9% interest 
for 6 months on Balance Transfers!  

 Minimum transfer amount is $500.
 Offer valid on all new and existing Collabria cards (except the US

Dollar card).
 Balances must be transferred between February 1 and April 30, 2020.

Ask your Financial Services Representative for more details!

BALANCE TRANSFER PROMOTIONAL OFFER: The promotional 3.90% annual interest rate for balance transfers is valid for 6 months from the date of each balance transfer. In order to qualify for the 
promotion, Promo Code 001 must be entered on the balance transfer screen in MyCardInfo or when calling Cardholder Services. After 6 months, the annual interest rate will revert to the annual 
interest rate for regular purchases. The introductory balance transfer rate must be used within the first 90 days of account opening during the promotional period. This offer may be withdrawn or end 
at any time without prior notice. Account credits on a credit card account cannot be transferred as a balance transfer to a Collabria credit card. This promotional offer does not apply to transfers 
between Collabria accounts. Please continue to make your regular payments on transferred accounts until you receive confirmation that the transfer has been completed. In order to receive the 
promotional 3.90% annual interest rate for balance transfers, a minimum transfer amount of $500 is required and you can transfer as many balances as your credit card limit allows within 90 days of 
account opening, as long as each transfer is $500 or more. Review all Terms and Conditions for complete details. *To identify a Collabria-issued credit card, please check the credit card back; the issuer 
(Collabria) is always stated on the back bottom left corner. If the credit card issuer is listed as Collabria, this card is not eligible for a balance transfer to another Collabria-issued credit card. 

Collabria trademark is Collabria Financial Services’ property. 




